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The five classic parts of the short story, in order, are………….

Denouement, Complications, Crisis, Inciting Incident and Climax 

Inciting Incident, Complications, Crisis, Climax and Denouement

Complications, Inciting Incident, Crisis, Climax and Denouement

Complications, Inciting Incident, Crisis, Climax and Denouement

1-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In third person point of view, who takes the role of the narrator?

The author The protagonist

A minor Character The reader

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What points are focused on in Gothic stories?

style and structure Character and setting

Climax and setting Character and climax

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

How the writer gets his or her protagonist in trouble is called  ..........……. . 

Denouement Inciting Incident Complications Crisis

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In "The Lottery" by Shirley Jackson which of the following changes has been made in the way the

lottery is conducted?

A metal box is now used instead of a wooden one

People from another village are no longer allowed to attend the ceremony

Children are no longer required to participate in the lottery

Slips of paper are now drawn instead of wood chips

5-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Why is Mrs. Hutchinson title important in "The Lottery"?

Because of her belonging to Hutchinson, and reminding the reader of Anne Hutchinson

Because of her behavior when she was announced the winner of lottery

Because of reminding the reader of Anne Hutchinson, and her freedom to accept the title

Because of her belonging to her father, and her ability to accept her fate

6-

1.

2.

3.

4.

All the following works are written by Franz Kafka EXCEPT:

"A Hunger Artist" "The Bet"

"The Metamorphosis" "The Castle"

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"A Hunger Artist" is an allegory of ................. . 

modern life a lonely people

hunger and food misunderstood artists

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Whom does the Hunger Artist believe is "cheating him of his reward"?

The impresario The world The panther Himself

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does the Hunger artist ask for from everybody as he dies?

Food Silence Forgiveness Mercy

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What kind of fiction is "The Rocking-Horse Winner"?

Satirical Imaginative Anecdotal Adventurous

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All the followings are the themes of "The Rocking-Horse Winner" EXCEPT:

false sense of value

a simple fable of a boy searching for identity and love

human interest in and need for challenge and victory

a social commentary on money and relationships in a capitalist society

12-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Why does D. H. Lawrence open "The Rocking-Horse Winner" like a fairy tale?

He wants to create an imaginary world

He wants to combine the elements of oral storytelling with supernatural ones

He wants to show the outcome of an unhappy marriage and unhealthy desire for wealth

He wants to simplify his story and make it amusing for the readers

13-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In "The Rocking-Horse Winner", what is the real cause of Paul's unhappiness?

love of mother not winning the Rocking–Horse

lack of mother's love hate of father

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

To which literary movement does Edgar Allen Poe belong?

The American Romantic Movement The Martians Movement

The Naturalist Movement The Imagist Movement

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What does the sentence Revenge is a dish best served cold mean in "The Cask of Amontillado"?

Revenge should be taken cold heartedly

Revenge is a dish which should be taken cold

The longer the wait for planning revenge, the deeper satisfaction of result

Revenge is a delicious cold dish

16-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Which Gothic element is NOT used in "The Cask of Amontillado"?

supernatural element gloomy atmosphere

subterranean passage horrifying place

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the role of the mansion in "The Fall of the House of Usher"?

It functions as a vampire, preying upon its human inhabitants

It functions as a prison for its inhabitants

It functions as a dream come true 

It functions as a realistic setting for the story

18-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In "The Fall of the House of Usher”, why does Roderick decide to bury Madeline in the tombs

below the house?

he fears the doctors dig her body up for scientific examination

he wants to build a shrine for her

he wants to make a saint out of her body

this is the tradition of his family

19-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is the role of repetition in "The Fall of the House of Usher"?

They make the story more mysterious

They create the sense of suspense

They create emphasis and a sense of balance

They function as conjunctions

20-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which statement is TRUE about Albert Camus?

He prefers ideas over people He prefers not to think of people

He prefers not to think of ideas He prefers people over ideas

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In "The Guest", how is the Arab delivered to the police headquarters?

He goes there on his on foot Balducci delivers him

Daru delivers him The family of his cousin betray him

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What are the absurd elements of "The Guest"?

The irrational, human passion, the meaninglessness

The rational, human nostalgia, the meaningfulness

The atheism, human nostalgia, the meaninglessness

The irrational, human nostalgia, the meaninglessness

23-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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"The Guest" takes place .................. . 

during the war between France and Algeria during the war between Britain and Algeria

at a British colony in a colonial prison

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What does Young Goodman Brown experience in the Salem Woods?

He experiences some adventures He experiences his inner angel

He experiences his inner demon He experiences his desires

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Young Goodman Brown dies in gloom because .............. .

he is sinful he refuses to acknowledge his instincts

he is lonely he refuses to repent for his sins

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Who tempts Young Goodman Brown to attend the ceremony in the forest?

The Faith The Sin The Devil The God

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What are the three major themes of "Clay"?

Paralysis, Corruption, Death Hopelessness, Regret, Old Age

Rejection, Hope, Life Joy, Ecstasy, life

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Who is the central character of "Clay"?

Joe Maria Alphy Mrs. Donnelly

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the title of the song that Maria sang?

I Dreamt That I Dwelt I Dreamt That I Survived

Happy Christmas Happy Birthday 

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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